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Ordering Fossils Direction Cards 

 

 

Directions 
 

1. Before cutting out the fossil cards, color all of the fossils that are identical the same 
color. This will help you complete steps 3–5. After you have finished coloring the 

fossils, cut out each card separately.   

 
2. Each card with fossils represents a different layer of rock. 

 

3. With your partner, or group, align the layers of rock in a sequence that makes most 
sense to your group. Note: The letters on each card are for discussion purposes only 

and have nothing to do with the sequence of the cards. 
 

4. When your group has completed the fossil record, look for the following and discuss 

with your group possible causes of each: 
 

 Sudden disappearance of fossils 

 Sudden appearance of fossils 

 Examples of gradual change 

 Examples of stasis (no change in fossils) 

 

5. Be prepared to share a justification for your order (why you put the cards in the order 

you did) and thoughts on possible causes of the phenomenon mentioned in step 4. 
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